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Abell 1758
Galaxy Cluster
~3.2 billion ly 
From http://chandra.harvard.edu
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20190001474 2019-08-30T10:36:13+00:00Z
  
Putting it into Context
*Astronomical* Scales
Time, Distance Size
How big is a million, a billion, 13.8 billion ?  
Count numbers, consider each number as one second. 
Count to one million -- 11.6 days
Count to one billion -- Multiply 11.6 days by 1000 = 32 years
Count to 13.8 billion --> 439 years 
  
Optical Telescopes
Refractor
First Used by Galileo to do Astronomy
Astronomical
Reflector
Newtonian
Schmidt-Cassegrain
Lenses
Mirrors
  
Chandra X-ray Optics
The alignment of the mirrors from one end of the mirror assembly to the other 
(2.7 meters or 9 feet) is accurate to 1.3 micrometers (50 millionths of an inch) 
or about one fiftieth the width of a human hair!
  
Constellations and Bright Stars
  
  
Ecliptic, Equator, and Meridian
Image from Wikipedia: Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0)
  
  
  
  
  
  
A Beautiful Binary Star System
Albireo
430 ly away
Look for Cygnus in summer
Albireo A is a binary, the yellowish 
color comes from a star with  spectral 
type, K2,  temperature ~ 4000 K
Albireo B is blue, type B8, temperature
~13,000K
  
Our Dynamic Sun: A Star at the Center of 
the Solar System
Planet 
Nine?
  
What is a Star?
  
What is a Star?
A star is an astrophysical body that produces its own light by 
thermonuclear reactions in its core.  
To produce energy, hydrogen 
converts to Helium
Betelgeuse: A red giant star, 
about 600 ly away, 3500 K, 
1,180 R
☼
, 7.7 M
☼
.
Rigel: A blue-white star, about 
770 ly away, 11,000 K, 80 R
☼
,
20 M
☼
.  
  
Stars Classified According to Color (Temperature)
Brighter
Cooler
OBAFGKM
Overseas Broadcast A Flash, Godzilla Kills Mothra
  
Layers of the Sun
  
Sunspots
Sunspots are dark (and cooler) 
regions on the surface of the Sun. 
They have a darker inner region (the 
Umbra) surrounded by a lighter ring 
(the Penumbra).
Sunspots usually appear in groups 
that form over hours or days and last 
for days or weeks.
The earliest sunspot observations 
(c. 1609) indicated that the Sun 
rotates once in about 27 days.
  
Sunspots
Examples
  
23 Full Cycles
Heinrich Schawbe discovered 
(1844) there was a cycle of 
sunspot number.
The average cycle lasts about 11 
years, but ranges from 9 to 14.
The average maximum number 
is about 100, but ranges from 50 
to 200.
  
The Corona and the Solar Cycle
  
Solar Eruptions
Solar Flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) 
Three distinct CMEs: First to right, second from north pole, third from far 
side of Sun.  All three eruptions happened within hours of each other. 
This combo of SDO and 
Soho C2 shows X2-flare 
and a halo CME
Animations!
c2_halloween_2003.mpg, c3_halloween_2003.mpg, X2_C2_combo_best.mpg 
  
  
Aurorae
Seen mostly at high latitudes, 
aurorae are produced when 
Earth's magnetosphere is 
disturbed.  
Plasma from the magnetosphere 
precipitates into the upper atmosphere.
Reds are from oxygen 
Greens are from lower in atmosphere.
  
  
What Is an Eclipse?
An eclipse happens when one object blocks light from falling onto another object.
The shadow of the eclipsed object falls onto the other object.
Images Used With Permission
  
Phases of the Moon
Image Credit: NASA/Bill Dunford 
  
Solar Eclipses
Images Used With Permission
  
What You Can See
Zophia Edwards wide- 
angle view, from Jay 
Pasachoff's Eclipse 
2013 page
Image Used With Permission
  
The Corona and Prominences
Rob Lucas, with Jay Pasachoff's 2013 Eclipse Expedition
  
How to Safely Observe An Eclipse
 No Special Rules for Lunar Eclipses
For Solar Eclipses: Projection
Special Telescope Filters
Eclipse Glasses
Number 14 Welder's Glass
  
Use a Kitchen Colander For Partial Phases
  Number 14 or Higher!
Eclipse Glasses
and Welder's Glass
  
Von Braun Astronomical Society
in Monte Sano State Park
Observatories and Planetarium
Planetarium Program each Saturday night at 7:30 p.m.
Telescope Observing after, weather permitting
